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NPPSticky is an easy-to-use
program if you have lots of
responsibilities enabling you
to leave a sticky note on
your desktop. Having a
simple interface, NPPSticky
creates a sticky in seconds.
You are given the possibility
to customize your own
colors, to place the reminder
wherever you want, adjust
the transparency level.
Basically, everything about
NPPSticky is up to you.
Here are some key features
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of "NPPSticky": ￭
Transparency ￭ Totally
customisable colors
NPPSticky Description:
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program if you have lots of
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to leave a sticky note on
your desktop. Having a
simple interface, NPPSticky
creates a sticky in seconds.
You are given the possibility
to customize your own
colors, to place the reminder
wherever you want, adjust
the transparency level.
Basically, everything about
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the transparency level.
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creates a sticky in seconds.
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the transparency level.
Basically, everything about
NPPSticky is up to you.
Here are some key features
of "NPPSticky": ￭
Transparency ￭ Totally
customisable colors
NPPSticky Description:
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program if you have lots of
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to leave a sticky note on
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- [Uninstall] - Remove
reminder on close - Auto-
start/unstart - Handle system
notifications (Launcher or
Not) - Keep running with the
system - High CPU usage
when reminder active - Can
be combined to other
applications Add-on
Description: - Activate also
after the system - Handle
system notifications
(Launcher or Not) -
Automatically start/unstart -
Keep running with the
system - Can be combined to
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other applications - Free,
released under GPL - No
ROOT SmrTuner is an easy-
to-use and powerful tool that
gives you access to much
more of your mobile phone
features, without having to
worry about installing lots of
apps. SmrTuner is fast and
responsive and allows you to
turn off "always on" features
in your mobile phone by
default. You can also access
different frequencies and
channels with high
precision. So with SmrTuner
you can: ￭ Turn off your
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mobile phone's screen and
Bluetooth ￭ Turn off your
mobile phone's sound ￭
Adjust the phone's
brightness ￭ Change the
phone's volume
KEYMACRO Description: -
[Uninstall] - Remove
reminders on close - Auto-
start/unstart - Handle system
notifications (Launcher or
Not) - Keep running with the
system - High CPU usage
when reminder active - Can
be combined to other
applications Add-on
Description: - Activate also
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after the system - Handle
system notifications
(Launcher or Not) -
Automatically start/unstart -
Keep running with the
system - Can be combined to
other applications - Free,
released under GPL - No
ROOT SOftwist is an all-in-
one audio player that gives
you access to much more of
your mobile phone. SOftwist
is a full-featured audio
player that enables you to
listen to any audio file on
your mobile phone from
your computer. SOftwist is
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so simple to use. You only
need to press the W key to
start playing an audio file
and press the P key to stop
playing. In addition to the W
and P keys, you can also
press the menu key to access
more options: ￭ Tune the
audio output ￭ Start/Stop
playback ￭ Toggle
play/pause/next/previous ￭
Fast forward or re
77a5ca646e
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Customize the colors of the
sticky with the different
available color schemes. ￭
Position the sticky You can
choose any posotion of the
sticky or even draw a new
position and shape in 3D. ￭
Folder support Each sticky
note is a folder that you can
place inside your own
folders, and in which you
can place your own sticky
notes, inside the same
folder. ￭ Hotkey support
When you create a new
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sticky note, a key is
automatically defined in the
right top of the window.
You can configure the
hotkey and quickly launch
NPPSticky. ￭ Self-healing
When a sticky note breaks
(eg because it is double-
tapped by mistake, the first
sticky note) it will
automatically create a new
one at the same position.
You can turn this off if you
want. ￭ Auto-save
NPPSticky is very easy to
use: when you create a new
sticky note, you are given
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the chance to save your
work. This option is disabled
by default, but you can
activate it from the main
menu by going to the
Options section, and
selecting "Auto-save".
Program Details: ￭ All
features are located in one
single menu. ￭ No other
menu or window is required
to work with NPPSticky. ￭
The desktop theme is
updated when NPPSticky
creates a sticky note. ￭ An
administrator of the
computer can disable and
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change the background and
text colors. ￭ No other
modifications are needed to
install NPPSticky on a
computer. ￭ A good "quality
assurance" level is included:
NPPSticky is free and runs
on Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8,
10. ￭ NPPSticky comes with
multiple color schemes: you
have only to click on the
color schemes button in the
top left of the window and
to choose the one you
prefer. ￭ The application is
easy to use. License:
NPPSticky is licensed under
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the GNU General Public
License version 3.0.
NPPSticky is a free software
application that lets you
make sticky notes. It is a
great simple way to keep
track of information, quick
reminders and you can
create sticky notes with
custom shapes and colors.
You can import pictures and
any text you want in the
sticky notes, can make
multiple sticky notes, and
you can give

What's New in the NPPSticky?
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This is the client of the
NPPSticky. This is an easy-
to-use program if you have
lots of responsibilities
enabling you to leave a
sticky note on your desktop.
Having a simple interface,
NPPSticky creates a sticky
in seconds. You are given
the possibility to customize
your own colors, to place the
reminder wherever you
want, adjust the
transparency level. Basically,
everything about NPPSticky
is up to you. Here are some
key features of
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"NPPSticky": Software
publisher: ** Links ** **
Downloads ** **
Screenshots ** ** System
Requirements ** Minimum
System Requirements > 800
MHz CPU (Pentium II,
Pentium III) > 256 MB
RAM > 4 MB Disk Space
Recommended System
Requirements > 1 GHz CPU
(Pentium III) > 512 MB
RAM > 4 MB Disk Space
The NPPSticky shares the
following unique features
with other programs of the
same genre: ￭ High
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performance ￭ Low system
resources requirements ￭
User friendly interface ￭ **
Features ** ￭ Completely
customizable colors ￭
Transparent windows ￭
Hidden windows ￭ ** Links
** ** Downloads ** **
Screenshots ** ** System
Requirements ** Minimum
System Requirements > 800
MHz CPU (Pentium II,
Pentium III) > 256 MB
RAM > 4 MB Disk Space
Recommended System
Requirements > 1 GHz CPU
(Pentium III) > 512 MB
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RAM > 4 MB Disk Space
The NPPSticky shares the
following unique features
with other programs of the
same genre: ￭ Completely
customizable colors ￭
Transparent windows ￭
Hidden windows ￭ **
Features ** ￭ High
performance ￭ Low system
resources requirements ￭
User friendly interface ￭ **
Links ** ** Downloads **
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System Requirements For NPPSticky:

Supported OS: Windows 7 /
Vista / 2000 / XP / 2003
(32-bit / 64-bit) (32-bit /
64-bit) Processor: Intel Core
2 Duo / AMD Athlon 64 x2
Memory: 4GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce
8600M GS or ATI X1800
Input: Keyboard / Mouse
Hard Drive: 500MB
available space Sound:
DirectX 9.0c Compatible
Sound Card Please note that
Newer game titles might
require more system
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